Programming

1. Select the channel you want to enter a program frequency by pressing the MANUAL button as many times as required to move the light on the channel indicators to that desired channel.

2. Slide the Program Door open and press in the PROGRAM button. If the Program Indicator lights up, the unit is ready to receive a new program.

3. Find the code from the Code Table to match the frequency you want. The numbers tell you which Digit Switches should be "out" and * marks show which digit switches remain "in".

4. After you have set the code into all 16 Digit Switches, press the ENTER button. The Code Indicators are lighted to reflect the new program code for the frequency entered.

5. Press the PROGRAM button again to release it (button out). The program light goes out, the code indicator LEDs go out and the only light "on" is for the selected channel.

6. Press all of the Digit Switches in (buttons in).

7. To enter another program, select a channel and the frequency desired and repeat Steps 1 through 5.

8. After programming, close the program door, and you are ready to receive signals.